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An attempt has been made to determine the accuracy with which
re mote meas urements may be made utilizing the airborne microwave ra-
(11, 0 r OIc r system onboard the 'N ASA NP3A aircraft. Atmospheric effects
iri^l .tnh-rina p.tttorn effects are not discussed at this time. Effects of radome
1t)-.s, intenna loss, receiver inaccuracies and recording ,ystem inaccuracies
have been included in this analysis.
A block diagram of the data flow path is shown in Figure 1 . The
brightness temperature of an object is denoted by T 13 Antenna pattern ef-
fects result in some equivalent brightness temperature, T (!q , which when
received thrmigh the atmosphere results in :j modified equivalent brightness
temperature, 't' 
eq . The analysis will begin at this point.
The effect of the radome di ipative loss (radome mis;natch ef-
fects are ignored) is to attenuate this temperature and add a reradiation term
as follows:
T	 '	 /
T	 =
_ ems_ + 1 1 - L te	 Rq	 R	 1	 R)
where
L 	 = radome dissipative loss, ratio
t 	 = radome physical temperature, 0 
The effect of the antenna dissipative loss is similar, that is, it
attenuates T " and adds still another reradiation term.
eq
T "
T "` _	 q	 + 1- 1	 t
eq	 La	 La a
where
L	 = antenna dissipative loss, ratioa
t	 =a 	 antenna physical temperature, 0 
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This modified temperature, T e., , is then the input temperature
to file radiometer receiver. 'the output of the radiometer is a voltage which
is given by
V 	 V BL - G  (TR'.f req )
where
V BL - Baseline voltage
C, R
 = radiometer gain, MV /OK
'r
Ref = Dicke reference load temperature, "K
'Ill(- radiometer gain and baseline voltage are determined by per-
forming an inflight calibration utilizing the internal calibration sources, i.e.
(baseline load and rioise source) and is given by
G = ve al V B LR	 T n'r
where
Veal = calibration output voltage when noise source is fired
'r nT = noise source excess noise temperature
Uncertainties in the baseline voltage, the calibration voltage and
noise source excess noise temperature result in an uncertainty in the ra-
diometer gain. Uncertainties in the recorded radiometer output voltage
are in turn related to the uncertainty of the radiometer gain, and to un-
certainties in the baseline voltage, the EAcke load temperature, the re-
cording system, and in the radiometer input temperature, T eq"'. Ex-
pressions for these uncertainties will be derived below.
The probable error of V  is denoted by 8V  and the probable
error of V 	 due to the probable error in one of the parameters, i, that
8V 
Composes V  is given by i
	 where
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tv R 	 RVR
Then	 1 /2
6V1t .
	
6VR L
6V R ^ -- --	 ^ (^j  —
i	 i
Likewise	 1 / 2
5GR
bG 
R	 i	 b
GR
Hie individual terms	 bi	 are
	
5G R 	5 G 	 1 ­ 1
7V cal I	 3VBL	 I nT
_ r
	^'R	 _	 V cal V BL
-.nT	 TnT
Thus
Z
bG	 I	 y	 V	 1 { AV	
+ Vcal V BL	 6T	 2 112.
R	 C nT	 cal	 BL.	 Tn InT) -
2
	
( V -al - V 13 L)	 112
TI
11
1('V,,l) 2+ b V lIL 2+	 TnT	 b rnTnZ
Uncertainties in V cal and V BL will be assumed to be due solely
to the receiver sensitivity, i.e. , AT, and the lairi is assumed to be nom-
in:illy 10 mv/ o K. The noise source excess noise temperature is roughly
100 0 K .ind its uncertainty is assumed to be + 10K.
Thus, for receiver sensitivities of 1 0 K and 2 0 K respectively,
the following vrilues are assumed and are felt to be worst case values for
these r;id:ometers.
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nT	 103"K, 8IrnT = 1°K
Vca1 = 4. 5 volts, hVcal = 10V for AT	 10K, 20 for 0't = 20 K
V BL = 3. 5 volts, ,SV BL = 1OV for AT = 1"K, 20 for OT = 20K
Thu:
FiG 
IAT= 
.173, 6C,/_ .3R	
--1"K	 R 'T=2oK
5VR
The individual terms	 are
b• 3 R
=	 l
BL
	
6 V R = T
	 - TG	 Ref	 e	 Ib	 f	 qR
bV
R	 V 
Ref	 eq
recorder errors = 5 my
and thus
bV	 -	 AV	 2 + (recorder errors) ?' + 1 •	- T "' 2(AC 2Ref	 e	 I	 1tR I	 BL	 q
,)1/2
+ (GR2
	
. Ref	 +	 eqI 11
Before proceeding it is necessary to determine what reasonable
	
values for T eq ''' and	 Teq "' exist due to radome and antenna effects.
In a similar manner as before probable errors in T eq "' are
given I)y
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I11
I11
eq	 1 s i —^—
and the individual terms are
S.r 	 111	 -r	 111 - t
1 eq	 _ eq a
^a	 L
a
1ST 
t'	 =	 1 I - L 1
it	 a
rt
bT	 III
e 1
eq
1114 thus pro b able errors in T eq'''
T	 11 - t	 2
1',T 	
1 1 t	 _	 e L	 i1J
e, q
L	 a
Likewise probable errors in T e q''
are given by
Z 1/2
2	 1 	 2 	e '' IS La l + 1 - 
L	
(st a1 + L
// 	 a `	 // 	L
a
are given by
? 1/2
	
I	 L	 1
T " =
	 1 
eq	
t 	
1 1 2- ( StR)2+
L R
eq2	 R)	 LR 	 L 
R 
Z
For this analysis, values of radome loss have been taken from
the radome specification. Measurement accuracy of the radome loss is on
the order of 1 percent l ). Typical radome and antenna physical temperatures
during a flight have been assumed to be below O"C with a 2 0 K probable error
assumed in their measurement. A laird target (290 0
 K) and a cool target such
as water (1500 K) will be considered in conjunction with antenna pattern ef-
fects and atmospheric effects having an assumed probable error of 2 0 K in
their values. Antenna insertion losses based upon m?asurements performed
by AGC and reported in Report No. 9088TR-2, .June 069, have also been
assumed. These values along with other calculated values are shown in
Table I.
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Table I
'-1 vst(.m
I. x K K
Ak_
1.	 1 1,	 1 1, 2
__
1.3
.01 .01 .01
.01
260"K 260`'K 260°K 260°K
2°K 2°K 2"K 2°K
290"K 290"K 290 "K 290°K
150"K 150"K 1 ^+0"K 150°K
2°K 2"K 2"K 2°K
286. 5"K 286. 5°K 284.5 C) K 283°K
160°K 1600K 168.5 0 K 175. 5°K
1. 850 K 1.85 0 K 1.71°K 1.62°K
2. 0 . 1°K 2.04 0 K 1 . 87 0 K 1.74°K
1.3 1.1 1, 06 1.2
.015 .010 .010 .013
325°K 3250K 325 °K
0. 5°K 0. 5 0 K 0. 5 0 K 0. 5"K
265 0 K 2650K 265('K 265°K
2"K '."K 2"K ' °K
281°K '84. 5°K 283°K 277"K
184°K 170 () K 174.5°K 191 °K
1. 51"K 1. -11  °K 1. 63°K 1 . •10"K
1. 88°.1~ 1.90"K 1.83°K 1. 57"K
Pa r:, tin et(.
I.1t
h L 
t Et
^^' t 1t
cq
(LiI1(1)
(water)
T	 'I(^y
(land)
(water)
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(wit ter
L **
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a
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.1.
eq
( L ind)
(.eater)
8T
eq
(la lid I
(water)
1
'' Rz donic specification values assumed
*-"-Values obtained from 9088TR-2 reported by AGC June 1969
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The table shows that the probable error in the radiornetc • r i ► iput
te ►► E, r.cturc • , T(,f1"', is •,n the order of 1, 5 to 2 0 K :or all mytsten ► s under
th,• conditions of la ►►d and water targets. 'Cherie values will he u::ed for
ST e(I "' for thy• c alculation of the- prob:kble error in Vlt in order to obtain
a worst rare condition.
For a radiometer sensitivity of 1 0 K, as is the case zor the L, X,
tnd Ka-band radiometers, 8V R I ()
	
- 35 my for the case of a large
1 K
IT Ref - T c q ''' I value. (Dumber; used in this calculation are taken from the
X-Band list which represents the worst cake for the conditions used in this
analysis. ) When a land target is assumed (i. e. , T eq "' = 1 900 ), $ VIZ	
o 
= 24 my
1 K
For thc• K-band system, the :sensitivity is 2 0 K, and 8 V
	
	 65 m y acid
watery 2 K
8 V^	 .17 mv.
Iland) ^ K
At this point., the w!uatio,ns which lead up to the calculation of
8 Vlt shwild he carefully examined. For example., the expression for prob-
.ihle error of f
ceq''cyinvolves the radome parameters as well T ' and the
probable error in 'C
eq '. 
This expression, restated here for convenience, is:
r I , 1/ .,
I'	 - t
	 2	 2	 6T	 ' \`
c	
`'` 2 i^'	 31'lt L + 	 1- 1
	
S t 	 2+	 eqy	 L	 R ^ R )	 1 'RR
For the typical values used here, the term of most con:-;(•c;uence
8T , ,
L—`^ - . It is important then to account for the antenna patterns and
R
atmospheric effects to minimize BT eq '' although the importance of meas-
uring 1, it to a high degree of accuracy must not be overlooked. This, in
t ►► rn, affects the expression for 8T
c' 
q '' which strongly depends upon the
unt.ertainty in T ey " . For example, when L 	 and L
a 
are low -loss (i.e. ,
^^._L R and L^^= 1) and are well known (S Lei and LR A . U1), ST ey	 BTeq .
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In the exprc scion for AV 	 the two terms of most importance art.
(T Ref -
 Te4q	 (SGR)'' and (G It
) ., (ST eq 	 Therefore, it is vary im-
portant to have a Rood calibration to reduce the uncertainty in G R # allowing
the probable error in V 	 to be due primarily to the receiver noire• limita-
tion, and limitations in (h-termining 'T eti "'. Following these steps carefully,
will gre-.-;tl, ► increase confidence of measitringy each dat;i point within the cal-
culated accuracies. Averaging; a large number of data points will improve
the meastirerTictit accuracies appreciably.
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